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Now what about the biology?
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late, weak upwelling in 2005 led to warm ocean temperatures
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late, weak upwelling in 2005 led to low nutrients and chlorophyll
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and unprecedented low recruitment!
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The culprit? Strong intraseasonal wind oscillations and an anomalously southern Jet Stream location
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The culprit? Strong intraseasonal wind oscillations and an anomalously southern Jet Stream location
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Summary

• 20-day intraseasonal oscillations in wind stress of central Oregon correlate with 20-day Jet Stream (JS) position fluctuations

• Upper-ocean temperature, phytoplankton and zooplankton follow 20-day wind stress oscillations with a several-day lag

• Late spring transition in 2005: caused by southern Jet Stream position and intraseasonal oscillations

• Warm, nutrient-poor water nearshore during spring

• Depressed primary production & sessile invertebrates recruitment (reduced zooplankton, fish, seabirds too)

• How is this related to climate variability?

• Presence and importance of ISOs in the Northwest Pacific?